
Astro girl / Ken Wilson-Max.
Wilson-Max, Ken, author.

Wonderbook Astrid has loved the stars
and space for as long as she can
remember. While her mama is away,
Astrid and her papa have fun acting out
the challenges an astronaut faces on a

space mission.

Bathe the cat / written by
Alice B. McGinty ; illustrated
by David Roberts.
McGinty, Alice B., 1963- author.

Picture Book Dad has posted a list of
chores for the family to do before grandma

comes, including bathing the cat; but the cat does not want
a bath, so she mixes up the instructions, and soon the
family is mowing the floor, vacuuming the lawn, mopping
the baby--and the house is in chaos.

Be glad your dad... / written
by Matthew Logelin and
Sara Jensen ; illustrated by
Jared Chapman.
Logelin, Matthew, author.

Wonderbook An irreverent tribute to dads based on silly
things that animal dads do and human dads do not.

Dad by my side / written
and illustrated by Soosh.
Soosh, author, illustrator.

Picture Book A child celebrates a close
connection with her father, from how they
play together and teach each other new

things to how he protects her and always makes time for
her.

Daddy / Leslie Patricelli.
Patricelli, Leslie, author, illustrator.

Board Book Baby's daddy is big and
strong, and his legs are so, so long. He
plays horsey, he sings, he cooks, he
cleans--this daddy can do anything!

Daddy-daughter day
Freelon, Pierce,

Picture Book In rhyming text, a father and
daughter spend a day doing all kinds of
things together.
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Daddy, me, and the Magic
Hour / Laura Krauss
Melmed ; illustrated by
Sarita Rich.
Melmed, Laura Krauss, author.

Picture Book A father and son enjoy a
quiet walk through their neighborhood and some fun at the
park between supper and bedtime.

Daddy speaks love / written
by Leah Henderson ;
illustrated by E.B. Lewis.
Henderson, Leah, author.

Picture Book A tribute to the joy and
grounding that fathers bring to their
children's lives.

Eyes that speak to the stars
/ by Joanna Ho ; illustrated
by Dung Ho.
Ho, Joanna, author.

Picture Book A young Asian boy, who
notices that his eyes look different from his

friends', realizes that his eyes--like his father's,
grandfather's, and younger brother's--rise to the skies,
speak to the stars, and are visionary.

Girl dad / written by Sean
Williams ; illustrated by Jay
Davis.
Williams, Sean, 1967- author.

Picture Book Written in upbeat rhyming
verse, Girl Dad honors the strong men who raise, love, and
uplift strong girls.
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